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Life is a progression from childhood to youth and youth to adulthood and then your decade years â€“
like, `The lady in her 30sâ€™ or `She should be in her early 40sâ€™. Ageing is a fact of life, we may try to
defy the same to a certain extent through good beauty and health care products but ultimately it
begins to show in some way or the other.

â€¢	Signs: Some signs of age beginning to show its effects are:

a) Female hair loss: Others may overlook certain flaws that you develop as you grow in years, but
despite not-to-your liking, you are aware of them! Female hair loss is one of those signs. Not
everybody, but a majority of us have to deal with hair loss as we age. Though certain medical
conditions are also a reason for female hair loss and so is lack of essential minerals and vitamins.

b) Loss of vitality: Another very important fact that comes about with age is diminishing vitality,
strength and stamina. Something that you could easily endure as a young adult seems unthinkable
when you turn 40. For instance, you ran to get inside that public transport bus even when it had
moved 50 meters away and managed it easily for that first lecture at college, at 40 you deny the
idea even if getting late for office!

c) Skin loses sheen: How ever blessed you may be in inheriting a beautiful and flawless skin of your
mother, the fine lines and dark spots will make their appearance sooner or later.

For a woman, physical ageing brings a lot of differing feelings â€“ some even look at it as a curse and
deny accepting the same. After all, can you defy a universal truth and the process of nature?
Oops..The formula to do that has not been created so far!

â€¢	Age gracefully: So, the idea now is to age gracefully. Accept the fact that this body is born to grow,
age and die. But that is definitely not a reason not to take care of your looks and health and be
loved by one and all!

â€¢	Go organic for skin: Using organic skin care products is the best bet. Chemicals harm your skin to
the extent of causing damage in the long run. Organic skin care products, though slow in giving
results, will never harm your skin. Your kitchen and garden are good to grab the very basic organic
skin care products; Aloe vera, neem, basil, orange peel, papaya pulp, cucumber, curd, honey â€“ they
are all good for skin even when applied topically as a face pack. They give good results even when
consumed internally. Besides, there are a host of organic skin care products available in the market,
go out and pick what suits you best!

â€¢	Eat healthy and practice healthy lifestyle: The mantra for good health is eat right and give enough
exercise to your body. If for some reason, right nutrients are not reaching your system, try out some
natural health products than simply popping those chemical supplements. Market is flooded with
these natural health products, the fact that they do not harm your body with unnecessary chemicals
is the reason to try them out and include the same in your regular nutritional needs. With these
natural health products do not forget to give that all needed physical exercise!
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Blossom Dana - About Author:
The above article discusses minor problems arising when you leave your youth and progress
towards further years. The article then goes on to add a few options like incorporating a Organic
Skin Care products and a Natural Health Products to take care of these problems.
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